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Description:

Providing petrol head gamers with the most diverse range of challenging motorsports ever 
seen in one game with V8 Supercars 2. 

With over 30 global championships, players can compete in events on 56 racing circuits from 
around the world. It's on these world famous circuits that V8 Supercars 2 will demonstrate its 
completely new physics model, deformation damage system, graphics engine and AI.

Features:
 31 championships covering 15 different motor racing styles including V8 Supercars 

Series, Open Wheel Grand Prix, Super Truck racing, Stockcar Oval Racing, Rally, 
Rallycross, Ice-Racing, Formula Ford, Classic Racing, Convertible Racing, Street 
Racing, GT Racing, and Performance Cars. 

 35 Aspirational Cars, including Ford BA V8 Falcon, Holden VY V8 Commodore, GT, 
Aston Martin Vanquish, Jaguar XKR, Nissan Skyline and AMG-Mercedes CLK 

 10 V8 Supercars licensed race tracks including Bathurst, Adelaide, Philip Island, 
Eastern Creek, Barbagallo, Hidden Valley, Oran Park, Sandown, Surfers Paradise 
and Pukekohe. 

 31 Licensed and Fictional global Race Locations offering 48 tracks including 
Hockenheim from the German DTM series 

 Up to 21 Cars on track at once, battling for position. 
 Highly sophisticated physics and handling engine, which combines the instant 

rewards of an intuitive racer, with the subtlety and nuances commonly associated 
with a simulation delivers incredibly playable realism. 

 The most realistic damage engine ever featured in a racing game affects the 
performance of every car. Windows smash, doors can be ripped open, and wheels 
torn from their axels. A head on collision can leave the player’s car a complete wreck 
of twisted metal! 

 Xbox Live Support for Online Racing and Full online play for PC and System Link 
mode for Xbox. 

 The AI will show controlled aggression, making the AI drivers appear very. 
 A stunning new render engine, will allow for super smooth sixty frame per second 

graphics, as well as a host of enhanced graphical and video effects such as realistic 
motion blur and true depth of field. 

 Interactive storyline drives you through all 31 Championships 


